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Executive Summary

A weak economy reduces disposable income for consumers and can lead to decreased revenues for online retailers. 
Yet, by implementing proven tactics, retailers can reduce the impact on their sales and increase their market share 
over competitors who do not take steps to attract and convert shoppers. This paper includes a range of effective 
tactics proposed by industry experts and discusses the pros and cons of relying only on free shipping for incentives. 
It also provides a high-level description of BroadVision’s eMerchandising™ solution, which enables merchandising 
teams to create, manage and implement complex sales incentives — a key motivator for cautious shoppers — while 
maintaining overall profitability.

BroadVision® eMerchandising gives sellers an innovative tool to drive sales, differentiate their e-commerce sites 
and connect online and offline experiences, irregardless of whether their e-commerce site runs on BroadVision 
technologies. The solution provides powerful, highly configurable processes that allow merchandising teams 
to create, manage and implement intelligent incentives while maintaining overall profitability. eMerchandising 
allows the merchandising manager to create dynamic, customer-specific pricing schemes leveraging tiered- and 
quantity-based pricing incentives from an easy-to-use, Web-based administrative tool. With its flexible, configurable 
capabilities; robust governance structure; openness and high performance and scalability, the solution delivers a 
number of benefits, including:

• Higher conversion rates
• Larger average order value (AOV)
• Seamless experiences to foster customer loyalty
• Dynamic and contextual messaging to incentivize real-time purchase decisions and look-to-buy conversions
• Lower administration and support costs

This Solutions Paper explores the business drivers for advanced merchandising capabilities, describes how 
BroadVision’s eMerchandising solution works in today’s competitive retail economy, and discusses the benefits that 
you can achieve by implementing this industry groundbreaking solution.
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No Shortage of Troubling Economic News
Daily news reports about turmoil in the financial markets, the prospect of a recession, the credit crunch, falling house 
prices, inflation, rising unemployment, and high gasoline prices are making consumers think twice about all their 
expenditures. The effect on individual shoppers varies according to their situation, but it’s clear that consumers will 
spend less money online and offline over the next several quarters than they would if the economy were healthier. To 
win their share of that reduced amount, online retailers must identify steps they can take to attract shoppers to their 
site, boost conversion rates, increase the sizes of shopping carts, extend the store experience to the web, and foster 
customer loyalty. 

The news is not all bad for online retailers: Experts agree that online shopping will be less affected than offline 
shopping and that the right tactics, properly executed, can minimize the impact of tighter shopping budgets on 
website sales and can position retailers for even stronger sales in better economic times.

Online Sales Continue to Grow Worldwide
Despite recession worries, business-to-consumer e-commerce continues to grow worldwide at a rapid clip. In the 
U.S., online sales grew 21percent to $175 billion in 2007, or 6 percent of retail sales, and will total approximately 
$204 billion in 20081. Even in 2008, when retailers in general are expected to encounter challenges with growth due 
to uncertain economic circumstances, Forrester projects that online retail will continue to erode market share from 
other channels as many consumers — particularly e-commerce enthusiasts — find the online channel to be a more 
convenient way to purchase merchandise.

In the U.K., online sales have reached nearly 20 percent of total retail spending, according to a survey by the 
e-commerce group IMRG and consultants Capgemini2. The survey said one reason shopping in cyberspace has 
become more popular is that consumers are being more cautious about their finances. Mike Petevinos, head of retail 
consulting at Capgemini, believes online shops are more resistant to tough trading conditions than brick-and-mortar 
stores. “Convenience has a sharper edge in a world of soaring fuel prices, and the ability to research and make more 
informed choices in a time of heightened price sensitivity is a key advantage of the online channel,” he said.

The growth in online shopping in countries starting from a smaller base is even more dramatic: in China, the annual 
growth rate is above 60 percent3. Retail e-commerce in Latin America, including travel and tourism, rose to nearly $11 
billion in 2007, up from about $5 billion in 2005 and $7.78 billion in 2006, and is expected to reach nearly $30 billion 
by 20104. 

The percentage of individuals with Internet access who have shopped online is even greater in other countries than 
in the U.S. The highest shopping online percentage is found in South Korea, where 99 percent of those with Internet 
access have used it to shop, followed by the U.K. (97%), Germany (97%), and Japan (97%), with the U.S. eighth, at 94 
percent5.

Research thus shows that despite the economic downturn, the percentage consumers spend online continues to 
grow, due to the online channel’s advantages. In fact, while 61 percent of U.S. Web buyers say that they expect the 
economy to become slightly or substantially worse during the next 12 months, 85 percent of Web buyers say that 
they will spend the same or more online during the next 12 months6. “E-commerce, when you compare it to store 
retail, is a bright spot because whereas store growth is in the middle-low single digits, e-commerce is still growing at 
least in the mid-to-high teens,” said Jeffrey Grau, retail e-commerce senior analyst with eMarketer.

According to Turner Investment Partners, “e-commerce represents the best opportunity that retailers have today to 
gain market share, build greater brand recognition, and keep the sales curve rising… . According to recent market 
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surveys by Nielsen and others, shoppers are cutting back on spending and gravitating to the Internet mainly for 
two reasons: 1) they are finding the best bargains and a broad selection of merchandise online and 2) they can save 
gasoline and time by buying online instead of at the mall.”7 

Taking Specific Steps to Increase Share of Wallet
So online shopping as a channel enjoys advantages over offline shopping and will be less adversely affected by 
the economy — and yet, online retailers are still competing with each other for their share of a consumer’s smaller 
shopping budget. What steps have proven to be effective in helping online retailers compete against other sites 
selling similar goods and maximize sales in a tough economy? Anaylists, industry experts, online retail executives, 
and consumer surveys suggest the following: 

• Offer user product reviews, which are an important site feature that helps drive online purchases.

• Submit feeds to comparison engines, as these are influential factors when buying online.

• Help consumers quickly	find	products on sale and clearance. A shipping deadlines calendar and catalog quick  
 shop also encourage purchases.

• Give customers what they want in terms of price and quality.

• Explore “context-aware e-commerce.” A Gartner Research paper focused on the subject notes that information is
  often too difficult to acquire during “moments of need.” Enterprises need to recognize the opportunity that 
 context-enriched services can be used to anticipate end users’ requirements at the moment of need across a  
 variety of channels, such as Web, text messaging or voice interactions. Reaching them at that moment  with  
 relevant product information can result in an immediate sale.

More advice comes from the 2008 Shop.org Holiday Strategy & Planning Guide8: 

• Focus in merchandising and marketing on what is most important to customers: clear product descriptions,  
 knowing they are getting good value for their money, feeling secure that the product is available to ship   
 immediately and will arrive within the promised timeframe, and free and easy returns.

• If you have a gift center, make the most of it. Gift centers ranked low for consumers, probably because they’re  
 often under-merchandised,  under-marketed, and even outright neglected once launched. Customers will be  
 actively looking for inspired, value-minded gift suggestions to make the most of every dollar, so tap your best  
 merchandisers to provide exactly that.

• Woo existing customers. 81% of consumers surveyed said they chose to visit a given site during Holiday ’07  
 because they had shopped at that site before.

• Make online hay while brick and mortar stores are closed on Thanksgiving Day. Give customers good reason to  
 shop online while brick and mortar stores are closed.

• Test a variety of shipping promotions. Consumers will use free shipping with conditions, but deem free returns  
 shipping as valuable also. 
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Free Shipping — Popular with Retailers and Customers
Free shipping has its advocates and detractors—customers like it, but it does cut into margins. A “free standard 
shipping” promotion with some minimum purchase required was the site or service feature cited by the most 
merchants (32 percent) in a Shop.org/BizRate Research study9 as contributing most to improved holiday sales. Free 
shipping on all purchases was the most popular promotional program for Cyber Monday. Overall, research shows 
that free shipping offers do work. And funds that may otherwise be allocated to customer acquisition efforts may in 
fact be better spent as offsets to shipping fees, even if those funds go to current customers — particularly during a 
rough economic climate10.

Yet, while shipping promotions are popular with retailers and with customers — who often find shipping fees to 
be the biggest obstacles to purchasing online — retailers’ focus on shipping fees appears to be waning. While 85 
percent of online retailers responding to the Shop.org survey said that they used some shipping with conditions 
promotions in the past, just 35 percent said that they would focus more on these types of promotions in 2008. With 
increased competition for budget-conscious customers, stores and online sellers are negotiating lower rates with 
shippers, or eating the rising shipping costs themselves, and dealing out offers for free shipping or delivery. 

Whether it’s a flat rate for ground shipping or a fuel surcharge, shoppers are wary of any added expense and 
it doesn’t take much to become a deal-breaker. Unexpectedly high shipping fees are the number one reason 
consumers abandon online purchases, according to a recent survey by PayPal and comScore. A whopping 43% of 
those surveyed didn’t pay for items in their shopping carts because shipping charges were too high11.

BroadVision’s eMerchandising Solution Can Boost Sales in 
Tough Times
As customers seek to stretch every dollar they spend, retailers need solutions that help them increase their share 
of customers’ wallets by driving sales, differentiating their e-commerce sites and connecting online and offline 
experiences. BroadVision eMerchandising does that by providing powerful, highly configurable processes that 
allow merchandising teams to create, manage and implement complex sales incentives while maintaining overall 
profitability. With its flexible, configurable capabilities, robust governance structure, openness, and superior 
performance and scalability, eMerchandising delivers a number of benefits, including: 

• Higher conversion rates

• Larger average order value (AOV)

• Seamless experiences to foster customer loyalty

• Dynamic and contextual messaging to incentivize real-time purchase decisions and look-to-buy conversions

• Lower administration and support costs

“With	inflation	by	far	the	top	concern	among	online	consumers,	e-retailers	must	keep	costs	in	check	and	compete	
on price to keep cost-conscious consumers from taking their business elsewhere...You’ve got to ratchet down your 
cost	structure,	wring	every	last	cent	of	efficiency	out	of	your	systems	and	be	prepared	to	use	price	as	the	driver	of	
your business.”

Gian Fulgoni, Chairman of comScore, Inc.
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Empowering Merchandisers to  
Effectively Create, Govern, and 
Deliver Value-Based Selling
BroadVision eMerchandising can streamline and automate the 
 tasks of implementing the promotions and discount programs 
 that attract value- and budget-conscious shoppers while  
increasing conversion rates and cart sizes. It can help retailers  
deploy up-selling and cross-selling techniques and create an  
online experience that mimics the customer experience in  
physical settings such as stores or face-to-face sales calls. An  
online environment that not only anticipates the customer’s  
needs with cross-selling but also makes sense of overlapping  
discounts and promotions supports this connected online  
and offline paradigm.

BroadVision eMerchandising supports the simultaneous  
application of a large number of incentives with a wide range  
of complexity, including:

• Order-, product- and shipping-based discounts that are triggered by the purchase of a single product
• Ensemble and companion incentives
• Dynamic and Progressive Bundling™ incentives
• Step and tiered incentives, by quantity or purchase amount
• Targeted discounts and navigation to drive value-based sales
• Bonus incentives

These programs not only attract new customers, they foster loyalty among existing customers — a critical audience 
to focus on when money is tight and shoppers show a marked preference for shopping on familiar sites.  

Employing Proven Sales Tactics That Work — Even in a 
Weak Economy
Consumers spend more carefully in tough times, but research shows that they will continue to shop online at sites 
offering attractive pricing, compelling incentives and discounts, wide selections, and an experience that extends the 
in-store feel to the web. By implementing the proven tactics described here, online retailers can compete effectively 
and secure their share of online purchases. To further increase their competitive advantage, they can implement 
BroadVision eMerchandising, a powerful and innovative tool that can drive sales, differentiate their e-commerce site 
and connect online and offline experiences. Even in tough times, smart merchandising can gain a greater share of 
wallet for your e-commerce site. 

For More Information 
For more information about the BroadVision eMerchandising solution, please visit the Products & Solutions section of 
www.broadvision.com or contact BroadVision today at sales@broadvision.com or +1 650-331-1000, Option 4.

Select products and categories to which you want discounts applied. 
Stack or make incentives exclusive to create unique, dynamic promotions, 
while keeping your margins.
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Driving innovation since 1993, BroadVision is a global provider of strategic e-business solutions. Our modular 

applications and agile toolsets, built on a robust framework for personalization and self-service, power mission-critical 

web initiatives that deliver unparalleled value to diverse customers worldwide. Hundreds of organizations, serving 

over 50 million registered users worldwide — including Audible.com, Baker Hughes, Canon, Citibank, EFG Bank, 

Epson America, Hilti, Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation, Oreck Corporation, PETCO, Sony, Verifone, 

Vodafone, U.S. Air Force and Xerox — rely on BroadVision as their solution of choice for e-business.
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